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1.When the verb shows the time of an action in past time, it is called Past tense.(অতীতকাল ) 

2. Frame sentence: 

a. Subject+Past form of action verb+rest. (Affirmative) 

The boy played in the field yesterday. 

 ছেলেটি গতকাে মালে ছেলেছেেI 

To frame an affirmative sentence in past tense we put subject,past form of action verb, then the rest 

and (.) at the end. 

b. Subject+ didnot+  Present form of action verb+ rest. 

The boy didnot play in the field yesterday. 

ছেলেটি গতকাে মালে ছেলেছিI 

To frame a negative sentence in past tense we put subject, didnot ,then the present form of action verb+ 

rest and (.) at the end. 

c. Did + Subject+ Present form  action verb+ rest? 

Did the boy play in the field yesterday? 

ছেলেটি ছক গতকাে মালে ছেলেছেে? 

To frame an interrogative sentence in past tense at first we put – Did, then the subject, present form of 

action verb and rest. We put(?) at the end. 

3. Translate into English: 

a)তার ভাই ছক কাে পুকুলর সাাঁ তার ছকলেছেে? 

--Did his brother swim in the pond yesterday? 

b) তারা কাে ছিছ়িযাোিায যায ছি। 

--They did not go to the zoo yesterday. 

c) কাে তুছম বাছ়ি ছের ছিl 

--You didnot return to the house yesterday. 

d) কাে রালত কুকুরগুলো ছক ছেলকছেে? 

--Did the dogs bark last night? 

e) ছতামার মা গত শছিবার গাি ছগলযছেলেিl 

 --Your mother sang a song  last Saturday. 

f) আমার বাবা আমার ছকাি জামা ছকলি ছেি ছিI 

 --My father didnot buy me any new dress. 
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Study Material 

Unit – Formation of word (adding 'full')  
  To be written in classwork copy 
 

4. 1. Add 'full' with nouns and make them Adjectives: 

 Noun + full= Adjective 

a. Faith+ full = Faithful ( বিশ্বাসী ) 

b. Care+full= Careful(যত্নশীল ) 

c. Help+full= Helpful (উপকারী ) 

d.Use+full=Useful (দরকারী ) 

e. Peace+ full = Peaceful (শাবিপূর্ণ ) 

f. Power+ full = Powerful (ক্ষমতাশালী ) 

2.Make sentences with the new Adjectives: 

        a. Faith+ full= Faithful- The dog is the most faithful animal. 

        b. Care+full= Careful- The mother is very careful about her child's health. 

 c.Help+full= Helpful- The camel is the most helpful animal in desert. 

 d.Use+full=Useful- The woollen clothes are useful things in winter. 

 e.Peace+ full= Peaceful- Everybody wants to live a peaceful life. 

 f.Power+full= Powerful- Ashoka was a  powerful king of India. 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
Note : Drop your queries regarding the chapter in comment box, if any. 
 
Mention your NAME, CLASS, SECTION, ROLL NO. 
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